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Abstract 
Let V be a decomposition (partition) of a metric space X. We give some metrization theorems 
on the decomposition space ‘D* of X by whether or not V has some types of structures in X. 
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Introduction 
Let X be a space. Let 27 be a decomposition of X; that is, D is a disjoint cover of X. 
Let P be the projection of X onto 27; that is, P is the function whose value at z E X 
is the unique member of 2, to which x belongs. Then, D* is the decomposition space of 
X if it is the quotient space determined by P. In other words, let 
R = { (~3 Y): P(z) = P(Y)}, 
and let X/R be the family of equivalence classes. Then the decomposition space ‘D* of 
X is the space X/R equipped with the quotient topology (relative to P); see [9], for 
example. 
Conversely, let X be a space, and let R be an equivalence relation on X. Let V = 
{R[x]: x E X}, where R[x] = {y E X: (CC, y) E R}. Then the quotient space X/R 
is the decomposition space D* of X. In this paper, for a decomposition 27 of a metric 
space X, we give some metrization theorems on the decomposition space V* of X by 
means of the structure of the decomposition 27. 
We assume that all spaces are regular, Tl. 
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1. Preliminaries 
First, we shall give some definitions. 
Definition 1.1. Let V be a decomposition of a space X. Associated with V, we consider 
the following properties (I), (II), and (III) of X. 
For elements De, D,,, (n, m E NY) of D, if there exists a discrete collection 
{L 71: n E N} of convergent sequences in X, where L, = {x,,: m E W}U{~:,} 
such that znrn -+ 2, (m + CO), z,, E D,,, and z, E DO (TI E N), then there 
exists a sequence {Dnm n: 7~ E IV} satisfying condition (c) below. 
(c) u{ D,,, : n E II} n DO # 0 in X. 
For elements Do, D,, D,, (n, m E IV) of V with DO # D,, if there exists 
a discrete collection {LO, L,: TZ E W} of convergent sequences in X, where 
LO = {pn: n E W} U {PO}, L, = {z,~: m E N} U {xCn} such that p, --+ ~0, 
GHn + En (m -+ a), and no E DO, pn,x, E D,, and z,, E D,,, then there 
exists a sequence {Dnm n: n E N} satisfying condition (c). 
Same as (II) without requiring “Do # Dnrr. 
Also, we define a weaker property (I)*, (II)*, or (III)* than (I), (II), or (III), 
respectively by replacing condition (c) with a weaker condition (c)* below. 
(c)’ UP,,,, n: n E PI} is not closed in X. 
Obviously, X has properties (I) and (II) (respectively (I)* and (II)*) if and only if X 
has (III) (respectively (III)*). 
Definition 1.2. A space X is strongly Frtkhet [14] (= countably bi-sequential in the 
sense of [lo]) if, for any decreasing sequence {A n: n E N} of subsets of X and for any - 
2 E X such that 2 E A, (n E IV), there exists a sequence {zn: n E N} converging to 2 
with zn E A,. When all A, are same, X is called Frkhet (= Frechet-Urysohn). Every 
first countable space is strongly Frechet. 
Definition 1.3. We shall call a space X a strong ah-space if for any convergent sequences 
He = (2,: n e N} and L, = {x,,: m E N} (n E RI) such that zn --f 20 (not 
necessarily, 5, # ZO), and z,~ + zn (m ---) co) with x,~ # z,, there exists a 
sequence converging to 20 and meeting infinitely many L,‘s. When 2, = x0 for all 
n E IV, such a space is called an ad-space in the sense of [13] (or, X E (~4); X is an 
(cr4)-space in the sense of [l], [12], respectively). Obviously, every strong Frechet space 
is a strong a4-space, and every strong ad-space is an cr4-space. For some properties of 
ad-spaces, see [l] or [12], for example. 
Definition 1.4. Let X be a space, and let C be a (not necessarily closed or open) cover 
of X. Then X is determined by C [7] (= X has the weak topology with respect to C in 
the usual sense), if F c X is closed in X if and only if F fl C is closed in C for every 
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C E C. Here, we can replace “closed” by “open”. A space X is called sequential if X 
is determined by the cover of all compact metric subsets; that is, F c X is closed in X 
if and only if no sequence in F converges to a point not in F. Every Frechet space X, 
as well as every quotient image of X, is sequential; see [5]. 
Lemma 1.5. Let 2) be a decomposition of a Fre’chet space X. Let {Dn: n E N} U {DO}, 
D, # DO, be a sequence in the decomposition space V* of X. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) There exists a subsequence of {D,: n E N} converging to Do in V*, 
(b) There exists a sequence in X converging to a point in DO, and meeting infinitely 
many D, ‘s, 
Cc) U{D 7L: n E N} n DO # 0 in X. 
Proof. In the decomposition space V* of a space X, for any sequence {D,: n E N} 
converging to DO with DO # D,, U{D n: n E N} is not closed in X. Thus the lemma 
is easily shown. 0 
We note that any decomposition space of a Frechet space is sequential. Then the 
following lemma holds in view of the proof of [6, Proposition 7.31. 
Lemma 1.6. Let D be a decomposition of a Fre’chet space X. Then the decomposition 
space V* of X is Frechet if and only if for any sequences {D,: n E RI} and {Dnm: 
m E N} (n E PI) in V* such that D, 4 DO with D, # DO, and D,, + D, (m + CO) 
with D,, # D,, there exists a sequence in V* converging to the point DO and meeting 
infinitely many sequences {Dnm: m E N} (n E N). 
Proposition 1.7. Let 2) be a decomposition of a normal, strongly Frechet space X. Then 
the following hold. 
(1) V* is an a4-space if and only if X has property (I). 
(2) V* is a Fre’chet space if and only if X has property (II). 
(3) The following are equivalent. 
(a) V* is a strongly Fre’chet space, 
(b) V* is a Frechet a4-space, 
(c) V* is a strong ad-space, 
(d) X has property (III). 
Proof. Since (1) is similarly shown as in (2), so we prove (2). For the “only if” 
part. let {Do,&G n, m E N} c V satisfy the assumption of (II). Since DO E 
U{Dnm: n, m E RI} in V*, there exists a sequence {Dnkmk: k E N} (nk < nk+l) 
converging to DO. Thus X has property (II) by Lemma 1.5. To see the “if” part, sup- 
pose that V* is not Frechet. Then, by Lemma 1.6, there exist distinct members DO, D,, 
D E V (n, m E N) with D, + DO and D,, -+ D, (m -+ CO), but no subsequences 
of”j”D,,: n, m E I+?} converge to DO. Thus, by Lemma 1.5 there exist sequences LO = 
{p,: n E W} U {PO}, HO = {zn: n E N}, and L, = {x,,: m E N} U {x~} (n E N) in 
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X such that PO E DO, P,, z, E k, x,, E km, and P, + PO, G, --f z, (m + m), 
but no subsequences of {z,~: 12, m E W} converge to a point in Da. Suppose that Ha 
is not a discrete subset of X. Since {D,: n E N} converges to Da in V”, there exists a 
subsequence of HO converging to a point z in Do. Thus, the sequence {znm: n, m E N} 
accumulates to the point 2. But, since X is strongly Frechet, there exists a subsequence 
of {2& n, m E IV} converging to the point 2. This is a contradiction. Then Ha is a 
discrete subset of X. Thus, since X is normal, we can assume that {La, L,: n E W} is 
discrete in X. But, for any sequence {Dnm, : n E R?}, U{Dnm,: n E N} n Do = 0 in 
X by Lemma 1.5. Thus, X does not have property (II). Then, the “if” part holds. 
(3) (a) # (b) holds by [l, Theorem 5.231, and (b) w (d) holds by (1) and (2). (b) + 
(c) is easy, and (c) + (b) holds by Lemma 1.6. •I 
Lemma 1.8. Let D be a decomposition of a strongly Fre’chet space X. Suppose that 
Y = V* be the decomposition space of X, and let Y be determined by a point-countable 
cover {Yol: a E A} such that all Y, are hereditarily Lindelbx or closed subsets in which 
every point is a Gh-set. Then Y is strongly Frkhet if and only if X has property (III)*. 
Proof. For the “only if” part, it is easy to show that X has property (III) by means of 
Lemma 1.5, hence X has property (III)*. For the “if” part, first we show that X has prop- 
erty (III). Let {Da, D,, Dnm: n, m E N} c V, and a discrete collection {LO, L,: n E N} 
of convergent sequences in X satisfy the assumption of (III). Let P be the projection of 
X onto Y, and let 
s = u {P(L,): 72 E IV} u P(L0). 
Since S is countable in Y, {Ya: Y, n S # 0) = {Yen: n E N}. Let 
Y” = U{Yan: n E IV}, 
and let ya = P(po), where po is the limit point of Lo. Then, since Y* is a countable union 
of Ya’s, the point ya E Y* is a Gb-set in Y *. Hence, there exists a sequence {G,: n E N} 
of open subsets in Y’ such that cly* Gn+i c G,, and {yo} = n{Gn: n E N}. Then, we 
can assume that P(L,) c G, for each n E N, so that S is closed in Y*. While, since Y is 
determined by {Y, : Q E A}, Y is determined by {Y * } U {Y, : a: # a,}. But, S is closed 
in Y’ and SnY,n = 8 for (Y # Q,, S is closed in Y. Then, since Y is sequential, S is also 
sequential. While, since Y has property (III)*, there exists a sequence {Dnm,: n E N} 
such that U{Dnm n: n E N} is not closed in X. Thus, T = {P(D,,,): n E IV} is not 
closed in 5’. Then, since S is sequential, there exists a sequence L in T converging to 
a point p E S - T. Since P(L,) c G, for each n E N, p = yo. Thus the sequence 
L converges to the point yc. Then, U{D nm,: nEN}nDe#0inX.HenceXhas 
property (III). Now, we show that Y is strongly Frechet. Suppose that Y is not Frechet. 
Let DO, &, D,, E D (n, m E RI), and LO, L, (n E N) be sequences in the proof of the 
“if” part of the Proposition 1.7(2). As is seen there, the set HO = (5,: n E N}, where 
2, is the limit point of the sequence L,, is a discrete subset of X. While, in view of 
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the above arguments, we can assume that lJ{P(L,): n E N} U P(Lo) is closed in Y, 
hence, 
F=DaU{D,: nEN}U{D,,: n,mEN} 
is closed in X, and that any subsequence of {z,,: n, m E N} meeting infinitely many 
L, has no limit points in F. Thus, we see that a collection {L,: 12 E N} is discrete in 
F, hence in X. Hence, we can assume that a collection {LO, L,: n E N} is discrete in 
X. Thus, as in the proof of Proposition 1.7(2), Y does not have property (II). Then Y 
does not have property (III). This is a contradiction. Thus Y is Frechet. Similarly, we 
show that Y is an ad-space. Then Y is a FrCchet ad-space. Hence Y is strongly Frechet 
by 111. 
In the following lemma, (1) holds by means of [lo, Theorem 9.81, and (2) holds by 
means of (1) and [4, Corollary 9.101. 0 
Lemma 1.9. 
(1) Let V be a decomposition of a space X having a point-countable base, and any 
D E V is separable in X. If the decomposition space V* of X is strongly Frkhet, 
then it has a point-countable base. 
(2) Let V be a decomposition of a locally separable metric space X such that any 
D E 2, is separable in X. If the decomposition space 2)’ of X is a strongly 
Frechet space, then it is metrizable. 
The following holds by Proposition 1.7(3) and Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9( 1). For the paren- 
thetic part, note that X has property (I), for any D E 2, is compact in X. 
Theorem 1.10. Let V be a decomposition of a space X such that any D E V is separable 
(respectively compact) in X. Let X have a point-countable base. Then (1) and (2) below 
hold. 
(1) Suppose that X is normal. Then the decomposition space V* of X has a point- 
countable base if and only if X has property (III) (respectively (II)). 
(2) Suppose that any point of the decomposition space V” of X is a G6-set. Then the 
decomposition space V* has a point-countable base if and only if X has property 
(III)* (respectively (II)*). 
Remark 1.11. In the previous theorem, the separability of the members of V is essential. 
Indeed, we show that there exists a decomposition V of a locally compact metric space 
X such that X has property (III), but the decomposition space V* of X is not first 
countable. To show this, let Y be a strongly Frechet space (with a countable network), 
but it is not first countable (for example, see [lo, Example 10.31). Let {Cm: a E A} be 
the cover of all convergent sequences in Y, where each C, contains its limit point. Let 
X be the topological sum of {C, x {cK}: Q E A}. Let f : X -+ Y be a function defined 
by f((z, a)) = 2. Then 
v = {f-‘(g): y E Y} 
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is a decomposition of a locally compact metric space X. But, since Y is determined by 
{GY: Q E A}, the map f is quotient. Hence, as is well known, the decomposition space 
V* of X is homeomorphic to Y; see [3, Proposition 2.4.31, for example. Then V* is 
strongly Frtchet. Thus, by Proposition 1.7(3), X has property (III). But V* is not a first 
countable space. 
2. Metrization theorems 
We give some metrization theorems on certain decomposition spaces of metric spaces. 
Theorem 2.1. Let V be a decomposition of a locally separable metric space X such 
that any D E V is separable in X. Then the decomposition space V* is metrizable if 
and only if X has property (III)* (equivalently (I)* and (II)*). 
Proof. The “only if” part holds by Proposition 1.7(3). For the “if” part, let B be a 
a-locally finite base for X consisting of separable metric subspaces, and let P be the 
projection of X onto V. Then, the decomposition space V* is determined by a point- 
countable cover {P(B): B E B} consisting of hereditarily Lindelof subspaces. Thus, 
the “if” part holds by means of Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9(2). 0 
Let us review the previous theorem. For a decomposition V of a space X, we consider 
the following types of structures (St) and (Sn), which are the negation of properties (I)* 
and (II)*. 
(Si) There exists {DO, D,,: n, m E N} c V, equipped with a discrete collection 
{L n: n E RI} of convergent sequences in X, where L, = {x,,: m E N}U{x:,} 
such that CE,, -+ 2, (m -+ cc), xnrn E D,,, and 5, E Do (n E N), such that 
any sequence {D,, %: n E RI} is discrete in X. 
(Sn) There exists {DO, D,, Dnm: n, m E RI} c V with DO # D,, equipped with 
a discrete collection {LO, L,: n E R?} of convergent sequences in X, where 
LO = {p,: n E N} U {PO}, L, = {x,,: m E W} U {xn} such that p, + ~0, 
x,m + $11 (m + cc), and ~0 E DO, pn,xrl E D,, and z,~ E D,,, such that 
any sequence {Dnm n: n E N} is discrete in X. 
Then the previous theorem shows that, for a decomposition space V* of a locally 
separable metric space X with each D E V separable in X, if V* is not metrizable, then 
it is impossible to$nd out any other type different from (SI) or ($1). 
Now, recall that a space X is symmetric if there exists a non-negative real valued 
function d defined on X x X satisfying properties: (a) d(z, y) = 0 if and only if 
II: = Y; (b) d(x, y) = d(y,x); and (c) F c X is closed if and only if for each IZ: $ F, 
{VEX: d(x,y) < l/n}nF=Bf or some n E N. Such a function d is called symmetric. 
When we replace property (c) by a stronger property “for x E X, 5 E 2 if and only if 
d(x, A) = O”, the space X is called semi-metric, and the function d is called semi-metric. 
Obviously, every metric space is semi-metric, hence symmetric. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let X be a sequential space. Let d be a non-negative real valuedfunction 
defined on X x X such that d(z, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, and d(z, y) = d(y, z). 
Then the following are equivalent. 
b-4 
(b) 
(c) 
The function d is symmetric on X. 
For a sequence {x n: n E N} in X, it converges to a point x0 E X if and only if 
d(z,, x0) --) 0. 
For a sequence {x n: n E PI} in X, it has a subsequence converging to a point 
x0 E X if and only $inf{d(x,,xs): n E N} = 0. 
Proof. We note that, among symmetric spaces (X, d), (b) holds, because any infinite 
sequence S containing its limit point z is closed in X, but S - {CC} is not closed in X. 
Also, recall that, among sequential spaces X, F c X is closed in X if no sequence in 
F converging to a point not in F. Thus the lemma holds. 0 
Now, let (X, d) be a symmetric space. Let V be a decomposition of (X, d). Associated 
with the symmetric d and 23, we consider properties (I)d and (II)d below. Note that X 
has property (I)d if d is a metric, and Da is compact in X. 
(I)d 
(II)d 
For elements DO, D, (n E N) of V with DO # D,, if d(D,, DO) + 0, then there 
exist a point x0 E DO, and a sequence {Dn, : k E N} such that d(Dnk, (20)) + 
0 (k ---t co) (equivalently, inf{d(D,, (x0)): n E N} = 0). 
For elements DO, D,, D,, (n,m E II) of V with Do # D,, if d(D,, Do) -+ 0 
and d(Dnm, Dn) 4 0 (m --) co), then there exists a sequence {Dnkm,,: k E 
N} (nk < nk+~) with d(Dnkmlc, DO) 4 0 (k 4 m). 
Theorem 2.3. Let V be a decomposition of a locally separable metric space X such 
that any D E V is separable in X. Then the decomposition space ‘V* of X is metrizable 
if and only if there exists a metric (or symmetric) d on X having properties (I),j and (II)d 
(or having property (I)& and X has property (II)*). When the decomposition space V* 
is paracompact, it is possible to omit the local separability of X. 
Proof. For the “only if” part, let p be a metric on X, and let 6 be a metric on V*. 
Define a metric d on X by d(z,r’) = p(:r,s’) + 6((D), {D’}) for each z,z’ E X, 
and D, D’ E V with D 3 IC, D’ 3 x’. Then, a metric space (X, d) has property (I)d by 
Lemma 1.5. Also, (X, d) has property (II)d; indeed, let DO. D,, and D,, (n, m E W) 
be elements of 2) satisfying the hypothesis of (II)& Then, by property (I)d, DO E 2) is 
an accumulation point of U{Dnm: n, m E N} in V*. Since V* is first countable, there 
exists a sequence {Dnkmk : k E R?} (nk < ‘r&+1 ) converging to DO in ID’. Then, by 
Lemma 1.5, there exists a sequence of {Dnm,: n E N} in X with 
u{Dllm,: n E N} n DO = 0, 
hence inf{d(D,,,, DO): n E N} = 0. Hence, (X, d) has properties (II)d and (II)*. 
For the “if” part, let X be a locally separable metric space with a symmetric d having 
properties (I)d and (II)d (or having property (I)& and let X have property (II)*). First, 
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we note that X has property (I); indeed, let DO, D,, (n, m E N) be elements of V 
satisfying the hypothesis in (I). Then, by Lemma 2.2, for each n E N, there exists D,,, 
such that d(D,,,, Do) < I/n. Thus, d(D,,, , DO) + 0 (n --) cc). Then, since the 
symmetric space (X, d) has property (I)d, inf{d(Dnmn, (50)): n E N} = 0 for some 
20 E Do. Hence X has property (I). Now, first let (X, d) have property (1I)d. Then, since 
(X, d) has property (I)& by Lemma 2.2, X has property (II). But, X has property (I). 
Then X has property (III). Thus, by Theorem 1.10(l), V* has a point-countable base. 
Then V* is metrizable by Lemma 1.9(2). Next, let X have property (II)*. Then X has 
property (III)*, for X has property (I)*. Thus ZY is also metrizable by Theorem 2.1. 
For the latter part of the theorem, let V* be paracompact, and X be a metric space 
with a symmetric d having properties (I)& and (II)d (or X having property (II)*). For 
each D, D’ E V*, define a real valued function y on V* by y({D}, (0)) = d(D, D’). 
Then, since the symmetric space (X, d) has property (I)& using Lemmas 1.5 and 2.2, 
for a sequence {D,: n E N} in V* , it has a subsequence converging to D in V* if and 
only if inf{y({&}, {D}): n E N} = 0. Then, by Lemma 2.2, (V*, y) is a symmetric 
space. Now, first suppose that (X, d) has property (II)d (or (II)). Then, as is seen above, 
V* has a point-countable base (without the separability of X), so V* is first countable. 
Then, the symmetric y is a semi-metric. Thus, V* is a semi-metric space with a point- 
countable base. Thus, V* is developable by [8, Theorem 11. Then V* is metrizable. Next, 
suppose that X has property (II)*. Let F be a separable, closed subset of 27. Since V* 
is paracompact, F is Lindelof. But, (F, y / F) is a symmetric space, for F is closed in 
V*. Thus, each point of F is a Gs-set in F; see [ 1 I]. Then, considering F as the closure 
of the countable set S in the proof of Lemma 1.8, we see that X has property (II) in 
view of the proof of Lemma 1.8. Thus, V* is metrizable. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let V be a decomposition of a locally separable metric space (X, d) 
such that any D E V is compact in X. Then the following are equivalent. When the 
decomposition space V’ is paracompact, it is possible to omit the local separability of X. 
(a) The decomposition space V* of X is metrizable. 
(b) The metric d has property (II)& 
(c) X has property (II)* (equivalently, V has IZO type (!$I)). 
The following holds in view of the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Corollary 2.5. LRt 2, be a decomposition of a metric space (X, d) such that any D E 2) 
is compact in X. Then the decomposition space V* of (X, d) is developable if and only 
if (X, d) has property (II),j (or (II)). 
Remark 2.6. 
(1) In Theorem 2.3, and Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5, it is possible to replace property (II)d 
by the same property as (II) with “inf{d(D,,%, DO): n E N} = 0” instead of 
condition (c). 
(2) (a) In Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 (respectively Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5), the separability 
(respectively compactness) of the members of V is essential. 
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(b) In the latter parts of Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4, the paracompactness of 
V* is essential even if any D E V is finite in X. 
Indeed, for (a), first we show that there exists a decomposition space of a locally com- 
pact metric (respectively metric) space (X, d) such that (X, d) has properties (III), (I)& 
and (II)& but the decomposition space of X is not metrizable (respectively developable). 
To show this, let Y be a developable space (respectively paracompact semi-metric space) 
which is not metrizable. Then, in view of [15, Corollary 2.71 (respectively [2, Corol- 
lary 3]), we see that Y is the image of a locally compact metric (respectively metric) 
space (X, d) under a quotient map f such that (X, d) has property (I)d with respect to 
a decomposition V = {f-‘(y): y E Y} of X. While, the decomposition space V” of 
X is homeomorphic to Y, hence it is first countable. Then X has property (III), and 
since (X, d) has property (I)& it has property (II)d. But, V* is not metrizable (respec- 
tively developable). For the parenthetic part, see Remark 1.11. Also, we show that there 
exists a decomposition V of a countable, locally compact metric space (X, d) such that 
(X, d) has property (II)d, but the decomposition space V* of X is not Frechet. To show 
this, let LO = {pa} U {p,: n E R?}, and L, = {ICY} U {cc,,: n,m E N} (n E N) be 
infinite sequences converging to po, and z,, respectively. Let D = {d,: n E N} be 
an infinite discrete space. Let X be the topological sum of {D, LO, L,: R. E N}. Let 
d be a metric on X such that d(L,, {d,}) = l/n (n E N), but d(L,, {d,}) = 1 if 
m # n. Let DO = {PO} U D, D, = {z,~,P~}, and D,, = {xnm} (n,m E N). Let 
V = {Do, D,, Dnm: r&, m E N}. Then, a metric space (X, d) has property (II),j. How- 
ever, the decomposition space V* of X is not even Frechet, because U{ Dnm: 72, m E PI} 
has an accumulation point DO in V*, but it has no sequences converging to DO. 
For (b), we show that there exists a decomposition space V* of a metric space 
(X,d) with any D E V finite in X, and (X,d) has properties (III), (I)& and (II)& 
but the decomposition space is not metrizable. For each real number T E R, let 
x, = {(Z:, y): y = )Z - ?j} c R2, and define basic neighborhoods in X, as fol- 
lows: ((2, y)} if y > 0, and {(z, 1~): y = IZ - t-1 < l/n} (n E N). Let X be the 
topological sum of {X, x {r}: T E R}. Then, X is a metric space with the obvious 
metric d. Let f : X -+ Y be the map defined by f( (p, r)) = p for each p E X, and let Y 
be the quotient space determined by f. Obviously, (X, d) has properties (III), (I)& and 
(II)d with respect to a decomposition V = {f-‘(y): y E Y} of X such that each f-‘(y) 
is at most two points. While, the decomposition space V* of X is homeomorphic to Y. 
But Y is not normal by the Baire’s Category Theorem. Then ID” is not metrizable. 
We recall that a decomposition 2) of a space X is upper semi-continuous if for any 
D E V and any open set U containing D, there exists an open set V such that D c 
V C U and V is the union of members of V. It is easy to show that a decomposition 
2) of a space X is upper semi-continuous if and only if, for any closed subset F of X, 
lJ{D E V: D n F # S} is closed in X. 
Lemma 2.7. Let V be an upper semi-continuous decomposition of a space X. Then the 
following (1) and (2) hold. 
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(1) Let {xn: n E N} be a discrete closed subset of X, and let {p,: n E RI} be a 
sequence in X converging to a point p. For DO, and D, E 2) (n E PI), if Do 3 po, 
and D, 3 x,, p,, then DO = D, exceptjnitely many D,. 
(2) Let F be a closed subset of X, and let 3 = {D n F: D E V). Then 3 is an 
upper semi-continuous decomposition of F, and the decomposition space 3* is 
homeomorphic toa closed subspace of 2)*. 
Proof. (1) and the first half of (2) are routinely shown. For the latter part of (2), let 2) = 
{Da: cy E A}. For B c A, let D, fl F # 0 if CY_ E B and let C = U{DLy n F: Q E B} 
be closed in F (hence in X). Then, 
C* = U{Da: a E B} 
is closed in X, because C* = U{Da: a E A, D, fl C # 0}, and {D,: a E A} is 
upper semi-continuous. Then, any closed subset of F* is considered as a closed subset 
of V*. Hence the latter part holds. q 
In the following theorem, the equivalence (a) and (b) is well known as the Hanai- 
MO&a-Stone Theorem (see [3, Theorem 4.4.171, for example). 
Theorem 2.8. Let D be an upper semi-continuous decomposition of a metric space X. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) The decomposition space V* of X is metrizable. 
(b) The boundary aD of D is compact in X for any D E 2). 
(c) X has property (I)* (equivalently, D has no type @I)). 
(d) There exists a metric (or symmetric) d on X satisfying (I)& 
Proof. The implications (a) + (d), and (d) + (c) hold in view of the proof of Theo- 
rem 2.3. To show that (c) + (b) holds, let (c) hold. Suppose that 8Do is not compact in 
X for some DO E 27. Then, there exist a discrete closed subset {x,: n E N} of aD,, 
and a discrete open collection {V,: n E N} in X such that V, 3 x,. Then, for each 
n E N, there exists a sequence {x,,: m E N} in V, - DO converging to the point x,. 
For each n E N, let L, = {x,} U {xnm: m E N}. Then, {L%: n E N} is a discrete 
closed collection in X, and each L, must meet infinitely many elements of V. Then, 
since 2) is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of X, in view of Lemma 2.7(l), 
we can assume that there exist distinct elements D,, (n, m E N) of V such that 
D nm 3 Gwn. Since X has property (I)* with respect to V, there exist a sequence 
{&km, : k E IV} (nk < nk+l), and a sequence {pk: k E RI} converging to a point 
in X such that D,,,, 3 pk. But, each D,,,, 3 xnkrnk. Hence, the D,,,, are not 
distinct by Lemma 2.7(l). This is a conuadiction. Thus (b) holds. Finally, to show that 
(b) + (a) holds, let (b) hold. For each D E 27, pick p(D) E D, and let C(D) = aD if 
aD # 0, and let C(D) = {p(D)} if aD = 0. Let C = U{C(D): D E V}. Since C 
is closed in X, by Lemma 2.7(2), C = {C(D): D E V} is an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of C. Then, by Lemma 2.7(l) C has property (II) with respect to C. And, 
any element of C is compact in C. Hence, the decomposition space C” of a metric space 
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C is developable by Corollary 2.5. While, since C is upper semi-continuous, for every 
discrete closed collection {F,: o E A} in the decomposition space C* of C, there exists 
a disjoint open collection {U@: ~1: E A} such that F, c U, for all LY E A. Thus C* is 
collectionwise normal. Then, as is well known, the developable space C* is metrizable; 
see [3, Theorem 5.4.11, for example. But, C” is homeomorphic to D* by Lemma 2.7(2). 
Thus D* is metrizable. Hence (a) holds. 0 
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